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DESCRIPTION:
The course is a guided exploration through the world of games. Students experiment, play, and analyze
various aspects of games – from early traditional games to current generation electronically-mediated games; from individual games to
collaborative online games. Formats for electronic games from proprietary consoles to open source mobile platforms are studied. Game
types will be analyzed with particular attention paid to the virtual environments in which these games take place. The expressive and
persuasive aspects of games will also be explored.
PROJECT:
Students are to create a game environment, significant asset(s), or game character(s) based on their study
and understanding of the history of games. Storyboard of gameplay is also required.
REQUIREMENTS:
A series of analytical and creative tasks are undertaken throughout the semester, starting with an analysis of
traditional games covering a variety of genres, from sports games to strategy war games. Subsequently game structures, environments,
characters, props/tools, etc. are all studied. The course includes two creative projects. The first, pairs of students create and build a
traditional/physical game. These games include rules/instructions and must be fabricated (generally with digital fabrication techniques)
by the team which are then presented and played at the annual NJIT GameFest in November of each year. At the end of the semester,
students are given the opportunity to select from a wide range of options for a final project created entirely within the digital realm.
The options include the development of a game and character or environment based on a non-game literary/narrative or other source.
Final submission includes storyboards and preliminary sketches for the proposed game, story/script, analysis and narrative description
of game structure, 3D model(s) (created in either Autodesk 3DS Max or Autodesk Maya) of environment and/or character(s), screen
captures showing development of 3D model, and a series of sequential renderings (still images) illustrating key views/perspectives of
the environment(s) and/or positions and costumes/apparel for the character(s).
COURSE OBJECTIVES: (1) To gain perspectives and understanding about the history of both traditional and non-traditional
(digital) games. (2) To provide exposure to principles of game structures including concepts, such as abstract strategy games, game
tree, and state space through simple game examples. (3) To provide opportunity to explore underlying concepts, technologies, and
languages of contemporary video game productions. (4) To gain an understanding of available game-related digital environments no
only from a standpoint of a game-player but also from that of a game-maker. (5) To provide an opportunity to develop the ability to
present (“pitch”) a game idea project to others.
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